Intrinsic promoter recognition by a "core" RNA polymerase.
Two classes of RNA polymerases transcribe RNA from promoters on DNA templates: promoter recognition-competent single polypeptides and multisubunit enzymes that require separable promoter recognition factors. Eukaryotic mitochondria utilize an unusual hybrid of these classes composed of a "core" RNA polymerase related to the single polypeptide enzymes plus a "specificity factor" necessary for promoter utilization. Using supercoiled or premelted templates, we have discovered that the yeast core mitochondrial RNA polymerase (Rpo41) has the intrinsic ability to initiate from promoters without its specificity factor (Mtf1). Rpo41 requires the mitochondrial promoter sequence (ATATAAGTA) for this activity. On premelted templates addition of Mtf1 actually inhibits the promoter selective activity of Rpo41. Mtf1 increases abortive relative to productive transcription by Rpo41, possibly by stabilizing the promoter complex and reducing escape into elongation. The requirement for Mtf1 on closed but not open templates indicates that Mtf1 facilitates melting but not recognition of promoters.